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Abstract

Background: Genetic diversity is a characteristic trait of the hepatitis B virus

(HBV) and has been associated with different clinical outcomes. In South Africa,

HBV infection is a major public health concern. Most HBV infections are caused

by genotype A strains. However rare cases of infection with HBV genotype D

have been reported. The purpose of this study was to investigate the molecular

characteristics of a rare HBV subgenotype D4 isolate.

Methods: The full-length genome of isolate ZADGM6964 was amplified in a one-

step polymerase chain reaction. The amplified product was purified and cloned into

a pGEM�-T Easy Vector System to investigate the genetic diversity of the viral

quasi-populations. The primary isolate and clones were then directly sequenced

and analysed using an array of bioinformatics software.

Results: Phylogenetic analysis showed that the primary isolate and cloned

sequences formed a monophyletic cluster away from subgenotype D4 reference

strains. Further recombination analysis revealed that isolate ZADGM6964 was in

fact a D4/E recombinant strain with breakpoints identified within the X and

overlapping pre-Core/Core open reading frames with a >70% bootstrap
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confidence level. The recombinant genotype D4/E was found to be unique from

other D/E strains archived in the genetic database, GenBank.

Conclusion: This study represents the first ever report on the isolation and

molecular characterization of an HBV D4/E recombinant strain in South Africa.

The findings provide evidence of further HBV genetic diversity in South Africa

than has been previously reported.

Keywords: Bioinformatics, Genetics, Virology

1. Introduction

Genetic diversity is a characteristic trait of the Hepatitis B virus (HBV). The HBV is

a reverse transcribing DNA virus classified under the Hepadnaviridae family

(McMahon, 2009). The viral reverse transcriptase lacks proofreading function and

as such is prone to errors during replication (Kay and Zoulim, 2007). As genetic er-

rors accumulate over time, multiple HBV genetic variants have evolved (Pourkarim

et al., 2014; Kay and Zoulim, 2007; Norder et al., 2004). Eight genetically distinct

HBV genotypes have been established and are designated A to H (Bell et al., 2016;

Norder et al., 2004). Additionally, two putative HBV genotypes, I and J, are pro-

posed (Yu et al., 2010; Tatematsu et al., 2009; Olinger et al., 2008). The HBV ge-

notypes are further classified into subgenotypes; A1-A7, B1-B9, C1-C16, D1-D9,

F1-F4 and I1-I2 (Pourkarim et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2013; Yousif and Kramvis, 2013).

The various HBV genotypes have distinct geographical distributions (Hwang and

Cheung, 2011). Genotype A for example, has a more global distribution (Hwang

and Cheung, 2011; Kramvis and Kew, 2007; Norder et al., 2004). Genotypes B

and C are prevalent in Asia while Genotype D is found in the Mediterranean region,

Eastern Europe and South America (Hwang and Cheung, 2011). Whereas genotype

E is restricted to the African region, genotype F is found in Central and South Amer-

ica, genotype G in Europe and the Americas, and genotype H in Central America

(Hwang and Cheung, 2011; Mulders et al., 2004; Odemuyiwa et al., 2001). Lastly,

genotype I has been reported in North-Western China, Vietnam and Laos, while ge-

notype J was isolated previously in a Japanese patient (Yu et al., 2010; Tatematsu

et al., 2009; Olinger et al., 2008; Jutavijittum et al., 2007).

Aside from the HBV genotypes and subgenotypes, novel HBV variants arising from

intergenotypic recombination events are increasingly being reported worldwide

(Boyce et al., 2017; Araujo, 2015; Araujo et al., 2013; Martel et al., 2013;

Osiowy et al., 2008; Owiredu et al., 2001; Su et al., 2014). These recombinant ge-

notypes include A/B/C, A/C, A/D, A/E, A/G; A/C/G, B/C, C/D, C/F, C/J, D/E, D/F,

and F/G (Araujo, 2015). Of the intergenotypic recombinant genotypes reported
on.2019.e01477
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worldwide, genotypes B/C and C/D have been identified as the most predominant

strains (Araujo, 2015).

Research interests in HBV genetic diversity lie in the evolutionary and clinical im-

plications of the various genetic variants. This is because HBV is the cause of a

potentially fatal form of viral hepatitis, known as hepatitis B (McMahon, 2009).

To date, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that about 240 million

people worldwide are living with chronic hepatitis B, accounting for 780 000 deaths

annually (WHO, 2018). Furthermore, HBV genetic variants have been associated

with differences in the progression of chronic hepatitis B, as well as response to anti-

viral and immuno-therapies (Shi, 2012). Ultimately, the evolution and expansion of

HBV genetic variants may have critical implications for global efforts aimed at elim-

inating chronic hepatitis B by 2030 (WHO, 2016).

In South Africa, it is the genotype A which is found to predominantly circulate and

has been associated with severe liver disease and rapid progression to hepatocellular

carcinoma (Kew, 2008; Kramvis and Kew, 2007). Various studies have sufficiently

addressed the molecular characteristics of genotype A as compared to the less com-

mon genotypes (B, C, D and E) found circulating in South Africa (Gededzha et al.,

2016; Kramvis, 2008; Kimbi et al., 2004). These previous studies have found mo-

lecular variations unique to the genotype A strains. Additionally, intergenotypic re-

combinant events with the genotype A have also been identified in South Africa (Shi

et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2006; Owiredu et al., 2001).

Despite the fact that the HBV genotype D is rarely isolated from the South African

population, it remains the second most predominant HBV genotype in the country

(Kew, 2008). Genotype D strains that have been reported to circulate in South Africa

include subgenotype D1, D3, and D4, with D3 being the predominant strain

(Gededzha et al., 2016; Amponsah-Dacosta et al., 2015; Mayaphi et al., 2013;

Kew, 2008; Norder et al., 2004). The full-length genome of circulating subgenotype

D4 strains in South Africa has not been sufficiently characterized. This study inves-

tigated the molecular characteristics of a rare HBV subgenotype D4 strain found

circulating among the South African population.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study design

During a previous hepatitis B seroprevalence study (Amponsah-Dacosta et al.,

2015), we identified a serum sample obtained from a 24-year-old male study pa-

tient from the North West province of South Africa. The serum sample was deter-

mined to be positive for the hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) as well as IgM

antibodies to the viral core antigen, but negative for antibodies to HBsAg. In
on.2019.e01477
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addition to this, the patients’ HBV viral load was 6.93 � 104 copies/ml, indicating

active and potential acute HBV infection. By directly sequencing and analysing

the surface (S) gene of the HBV strain from this study patient, it was determined

that he was infected with an HBV subgenotype D4 which is uncommon in South

Africa, leading to the interest for the current study. Ethics clearance, including

consent to make use of the archived serum sample and to conduct this study,

was granted by the University Research Ethics Committee (MREC/P/236/2014:

PG and SMUREC/P/142/2015: PG).
2.2. HBV full-length genome amplification

HBV DNAwas extracted from 200ml of patient serum using the High Pure Viral Nu-

cleic Acid Extraction Kit (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). A polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) assay was used for the amplification of the HBV full-length

genome using cycling conditions described previously by G€unther et al. (1995).

The assay was performed in a total volume of 50mL made-up of 25mL of 2X

Kapa Taq Ready mix (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington Massachusetts, USA), 15

mL of the DNA template, 8mL of PCR grade H2O, and 1mL each of 10mM primers

P3 and P4 (G€unther et al., 1995). Standard measures to avoid contamination were

exercised, including making use of physically separated rooms for HBV DNA

extraction, PCR master mix preparation, and loading of the template. Positive (AC-

CURUN� 325 HBV DNA positive control, SeraCare Life Sciences, USA; [initial

viral load ¼ 3.04 � 106 IU/ml]) and negative (nuclease-free PCR grade H2O) con-

trols were included in all laboratory analysis as appropriate. The PCR amplified

products were confirmed by a 2% agarose gel electrophoresis.
2.3. Cloning of the HBV full-length genome

The amplified HBV full-length genome was purified using the QIAquick Gel

Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The purified PRC product was

then cloned into a pGEM�-T Easy Vector System (Promega, Madison, USA)

which was then cultured on Luria Broth agar plates (LB/ampicillin/IPTG/X-

Gal) containing 100 mg/mL ampicillin as a selection antibiotic, 100mM IPTC

(Isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside) to induce bacterial protein expression,

and 100 mg/mL of X-Gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-beta-D-galactopyrano-

side) for blue/white bacterial colony screening. Only white colonies were sub-

cultured in Luria Broth and the presence of the HBV full-length genome insert

was confirmed using the one-step full-length HBV PCR described previously.

Successfully cloned genomes, together with the primary isolate, were then puri-

fied and directly Sanger-sequenced using primers P1-P19 (G€unther et al., 1995)

on the ABI 3500XL Genetic Analyzer (ThermoFisher Scientific, Massachusetts,

USA).
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2.4. Sequence analysis and molecular characterization

Primary, as well as cloned HBV full-length genome sequences were analysed using

various bioinformatics software programs. Briefly, the sequences were assembled,

and base-calling performed using Chromas Pro software (Technelysium Pty. Ltd.

South Brisbane, Australia). Edited sequences were then aligned and compared

with a large dataset of HBV full-length genome reference strains retrieved from

the genetic database, GenBank, using BioEdit version 7.0.5.3 (Hall, 1999). For

the purpose of genotyping, sequences were first subjected to the Basic Local Align-

ment Search Tool (BLAST) (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). The

evolutionary history of the sequences was then inferred by generating

phylogenetic trees, using the Neighbour-Joining method set at 1000 bootstrap repli-

cations in Mega version 7 software program (Kumar et al., 2016).

Gene recombination analysis of the HBV full-length genome sequences was per-

formed in Simplot version 3.5.1 (Lole et al., 1999). For prediction of phenotypic

drug resistance and escape mutations within the polymerase (pol) and S open reading

frames, respectively, sequences were submitted to the online algorithm, Geno-2-

pheno HBV version 2.0 (http://hbv.geno2pheno.org/index.php). In addition to

this, the pre-Core (preC), Core (C) and X gene open reading frames (ORFs) were

manually investigated for genetic variations using the BioEdit software. The HBV

full-length sequences generated in this study have been deposited in GenBank under

the accession numbers [MH481858 e MH481862].
3. Results

3.1. Phylogenetic inference of HBV full-length genome sequences

The primary HBV full-length genome of isolate ZADGM6964 was successfully

amplified and sequenced. Seven clones of the primary isolate were also successfully

isolated and sequenced. Phylogenetic analysis of the HBV full-length genome of the

primary and cloned sequences showed that they clustered together with subgenotype

D4 reference strains from Martinique, Haiti, Brazil, India and South Africa as shown

in Fig. 1. It was observed however, that the primary and cloned sequences formed a

monophyletic cluster away from the subgenotype D4 reference strains, prompting

further investigation.
3.2. Identification of gene recombination events in HBV full-
length genome sequences

Gene recombination analysis revealed that the primary sequence was in fact a D4/E

recombinant strain (Fig. 2). To confirm that the patient was infected with a pure D4/

E recombinant strain and establish the sites where the gene recombination event
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic inference of HBV full length genome sequences of isolate ZADGM6964. The pri-
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of replicate trees >75% in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 rep-

licates) are shown next to the branch nodes.
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occurred, the cloned sequences were also subjected to gene recombination analysis.

The quasi-population of isolate ZADGM6964 had the same gene recombination

pattern, suggesting infection by a pure D4/E recombinant strain (Fig. 3). There

was no indication of dual infection with more than one HBV genotype. It was further

observed that the recombination event occurred between nucleotide (nt) positions

1600e2000 within the X ORF and the pre-Core/Core (preC/C) overlap, with a

>70% bootstrap confidence level based on the analysis performed in Simplot version
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 2. Bootscan analysis of the primary HBV full length genome sequence of isolate ZADGM6964

generated in SimPlot v1.3. The X-axis represents the HBV nucleotide positions (nt) from the start of

EcoR1 restriction site, while the Y-axis represents the percentage of permuted trees. Breakpoints were

observed within the HBV X and preC/C overlap (nt1600 e 2000). The parental threshold of significance

is set at 70% of the permutated trees. Blue peaks represent subgenotype D4 while fuchsia peaks represent

genotype E.
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3.5.1. This observed recombination event was consistent in both the primary and

cloned HBV full-length genome sequences (Figs. 2 and 3). It was also observed

that the D4/E recombinant strain identified in this study was genetically unique

from the HBV full-length genome sequences of other D/E recombinant strains avail-

able in GenBank (Fig. 4). In addition to this, each of the HBV ORFs of the primary

and cloned sequences formed a monophyletic cluster away from reference se-

quences, with the X ORF showing higher diversity based on the topology of the

branches (see Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8).
3.3. Genetic variability of HBV full-length genome sequences

Genetic variations were observed in all four ORFs of the HBV full-length

genome sequences and these have been presented in Table 1. Classical HBV

drug resistance-associated mutations and immune-, diagnostic- or vaccine-

escape variations were not observed in the pol or S overlapping ORFs, respec-

tively. However, stop codons were identified in the pol ORF of three of the

seven cloned sequences leading to premature truncation of the polymerase pro-

tein and reverse transcriptase. Overall, the preC/C ORF remained relatively

conserved, although stop codons were identified in one of the cloned sequences

leading to premature truncation of the e antigen and core protein. In comparison,
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 3. Bootscan analysis of cloned HBV full length genome sequences of isolate ZADGM6964 gener-

ated in SimPlot v1.3. The quasi-population of isolate ZADGM6964 had the same gene recombination

pattern, with breakpoints observed within the HBV X and preC//C overlap (nt1600 e 2000). The parental

threshold of significance is set at 70% of the permutated trees. Blue peaks represent subgenotype D4

while fuchsia peaks represent genotype E. A ¼ Clone 2, B ¼ Clone 4, C ¼ Clone 5, D ¼ Clone 7.
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the X ORF within which the gene recombination event was observed appeared

relatively variable for all study sequences. Variations such as the xQ146L,

xH147A, xH148R, xA149P, xT150N, were unique to the X ORF of the primary

and cloned sequences but not observed in subgenotype D4 reference strains

retrieved from GenBank (Table 1).
4. Discussion

If the universal goal of eliminating hepatitis B by the year 2030 is to be achieved, it is

important to appreciate that the evolving genetic diversity of HBV may have impli-

cations for the expansion of the epidemic as well as diagnosis, vaccine efficacy, treat-

ment response and disease progression (Castelhanoa et al., 2017; WHO, 2016;

Kramvis et al., 2002; Kao et al., 2000). It is therefore important to investigate the

molecular characteristics of the viral quasi-population of suspected recombinant

strains. Historically, the HBV genotype A has been the dominant genotype driving

the high burden of hepatitis B in South Africa (Kramvis et al., 2005). As interna-

tional migration has increased over the years, there has been an observed increase

in the variability of circulating strains in the country (Kramvis, 2008; Kramvis

and Kew, 2007). With other minor HBV genotypes like genotypes D and E co-

circulating in South Africa, the potential for recombination between these genotypes

is substantial.
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the evolutionary history of recombinant genotype D4/E with selected D/E refer-

ence strains from GenBank. The primary and cloned sequences are labelled with a dot while reference

strains including the Woodchuck HBV outlier are represented by their accession numbers as they appear

in GenBank. Where the subgenotype of D/E recombinant strains are known, these have been indicated.

The percentage of replicate trees >75% in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap

test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branch nodes.
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Intergenotypic recombination between the HBV genotypes D and E are not novel,

but have been reported previously in Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, Niger and

Sudan (Boyce et al., 2017; Brah et al., 2016; Ochwoto et al., 2016; Yousif et al.,

2013; Mahgoub et al., 2011; Chekaraou et al., 2010; Garmiri et al., 2009). In most
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 5. Phylogenetic inference of HBV Polymerase ORF sequences of isolate ZADGM6964. The pri-

mary and cloned sequences are labelled with a dot while reference strains including the Woodchuck

HBV outlier are represented by their accession numbers as they appear in GenBank. The percentage

of replicate trees >75% in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 rep-

licates) are shown next to the branch nodes.
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of these countries, genotypes D and E are often found to be co-circulating

(Ochwoto et al., 2016; Garmiri et al., 2009; Kramvis, 2008; Kramvis and Kew,

2007; Norder et al., 2004). In South Africa however, the D/E recombinant strain

has not been reported previously. Instead, intergenotypic recombination between

the more predominant genotypes A/D, as well as A/C and A/B/C have been
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 6. Phylogenetic inference of HBV Surface ORF sequences of isolate ZADGM6964. The primary

and cloned sequences are labelled with a dot while reference strains including the Woodchuck HBV

outlier are represented by their accession numbers as they appear in GenBank. The percentage of repli-

cate trees >75% in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are

shown next to the branch nodes.
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reported to circulate in South Africa (Shi et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2006; Owiredu

et al., 2001). According to Araujo (2015), intergenotypic recombinant strains typi-

cally share similar circulation patterns with their parental genotypes. This could

potentially explain why the intergenotypic recombinant strains that have so far
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 7. Phylogenetic inference of HBV preCore/Core ORF sequences of isolate ZADGM6964. The pri-

mary and cloned sequences are labelled with a dot while reference strains including the Woodchuck

HBV outlier are represented by their accession numbers as they appear in GenBank. The percentage

of replicate trees >75% in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 rep-

licates) are shown next to the branch nodes.
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been reported in South Africa have been associated with the more predominant

genotype A.

Phylogenetic analysis showed that while the HBV full-length primary and cloned se-

quences clustered with HBV subgenotype D4 reference strains, they formed a
on.2019.e01477
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Fig. 8. Phylogenetic inference of HBV X ORF sequences of isolate ZADGM6964. The primary and

cloned sequences are labelled with a dot while reference strains including the Woodchuck HBV outlier

are represented by their accession numbers as they appear in GenBank. The percentage of replicate trees

>75% in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are shown

next to the branch nodes.
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Table 1. Genetic diversity of the quasi-population of isolate ZADGM6469.

Open Reading
Frame

Sequence Genetic Variations Reported Significance

Polymerase Primary Sequence No drug resistance mutations.
Premature truncation of the polymerase
protein including the reverse transcriptase
expressed by Clones 2, 3 and 6; associated
with potential impaired viral replication.

Clone 1 M1T, R223K, T372I
Clone 2 E24G, I193T, R196*, D366G
Clone 3 M1T, R233K, F244L, V246E, P248L,

S251*, T372I
Clone 4 F665L
Clone 5 P812L
Clone 6 N400H, W578*
Clone 7 M1T, R223K, T372I

Surface Primary Sequence No immune-, diagnostic- or vaccine- escape
mutations.Clone 1 D43N, P192S

Clone 2 F13L, S85F, T186A
Clone 3 D43N, L64N, W66R, P68S, Q71K, G22A,

P192S
Clone 4
Clone 5
Clone 6
Clone 7 D43N, P192S

X Primary Sequence Q146L, H147A, H148R, A149P, T150N High rate of variability potentially resulting
from gene recombination event.Clone 1 D119A, W120S, H145R, T150N

Clone 2 R138S, Q146L, H147A, H148R, A149P,
T150N

Clone 3 Deletion at aa144-146, A149P, T150N
Clone 4 K130R, G136S, R138S, Q146L, H147A,

H148R, A149R, T150N
Clone 5 F112L, K140R, V142C, insertion at aa143,

Q146L, H147A, H148R, A149P, T150N
Clone 6 V92F, I127N, V133E, R138S, A149P
Clone 7 D119A, W120S, L123S, K130T, Deletion at

aa133-142, H145R, Deletion at aa146-149,
T150

PreCore/Core Primary Sequence Premature truncation of e antigen and core
protein may lead to potential immune and
diagnostic escape in Clone 3.

Clone 1 C149A
Clone 2 F113G, E117G
Clone 3 D40E, L42*, P45R, H52G, L76*, V85L,

H104Q, C149A
Clone 4
Clone 5 S87N
Clone 6 I3S, V13M
Clone 7 C149A

Note: Amino acid variations are listed as they occur in the complete ORFs of the HBV genome.
The * denotes a stop codon. aa refers to amino acid.
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separate monophyletic cluster. Additionally, when compared to previously identified

HBVD/E recombinant strains, the strain isolated in this studywas found to be unique.

This distinction between the HBV D/E recombinant strain identified in this study

compared to those reported previously could be attributed to the parental genotype

D strain. While the parental strain in this study was a subgenotype D4, those from

Ethiopia and Sudan for example are recorded as subgenotype D7 inGenBank. Further

analysis revealed that each of the HBV ORFs of the primary and cloned sequences

formed a monophyletic cluster away from reference strains. The pol, S and the
on.2019.e01477
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relatively conserved preC/CORFs clustered in a similar way showing genetic related-

ness among the study sequences and with subgenotype D4 reference sequences. This

is likely due to the pure genome sequence of these ORFs. TheXORF cluster however,

showed a higher diversity indicated by the topology of the branches, possibly a result

of the gene recombination event occurring within this region of the genome.

The previously identified HBV D/E recombinant strains share similarities in the sites

where the intergenotypic recombination events occur, typically corresponding with

the pol, X and preC/C ORFs (Boyce et al., 2017). In Sudan, Mahgoub et al. (2011)

reported gene recombination between genotypes D and E with breakpoints occurring

in the preS1, X and preC/C gene regions. In agreement with our findings, a study

conducted in Niger identified gene recombination events in the X and preC/C

ORFs (Chekaraou et al., 2010). It was important to find that the quasi-population

of the primary isolate had the same recombination pattern, suggesting that the study

patient was infected with an HBV D4/E recombinant strain as opposed to co-

infection with pure HBV genotypes D and E parental strains. This is consistent

with the recombinant genotype D/E infections reported in a previous study

(Mahgoub et al., 2011).

It is worth noting that HBV gene recombination events are not randomly distributed

across the genome. Instead, nt1700e2000 and nt2100e2300 are favoured sites for

gene recombination compared to other regions of the genome (Araujo, 2015).

Accordingly, previous studies have identified breakpoints in HBV D/E recombinant

strains which span across these specified favoured sites within the genome (Boyce

et al., 2017; Mahgoub et al., 2011; Chekaraou et al., 2010). Consistent with these

previous reports, breakpoints were observed within nt1600 and 2000 in both the pri-

mary and cloned sequences in this study.

The findings of this study should be carefully considered in light of some limitations,

including the incomplete clinical records of the study patient (such as liver function

test results) and the modest sample size. As the HBV D4/E recombinant strain is rare

to South Africa and was a unique finding, it was not possible to genetically charac-

terize more than one primary isolate. Additionally, the clinical implications of infec-

tion with an HBV D4/E recombinant strain could not be established within the scope

of this study based on the cross-sectional design of the parental seroprevalence study

and the unavailability of the study patients’ clinical data. Despite this, mutational

analysis showed the absence of drug resistance and vaccine-escape variants. Prema-

ture truncation of HBV reverse transcriptase, e antigen and core proteins, was

observed within the quasi-population of isolate ZADGM6964. While truncated

reverse transcriptase has been previously associated with replication deficient vi-

ruses, truncated e antigen and core proteins have been linked with reduced expres-

sion of the e antigen, leading to potential immune- and diagnostic-escape (Tong

et al., 2013).
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5. Conclusion

This study represents the first ever report on the isolation and molecular charac-

terization of an HBV D4/E recombinant strain in South Africa. While the HBV

subgenotype D4 has been isolated previously in South Africa, the full-length

genome has not been adequately characterized. It is possible that previously

reported subgenotype D4 strains circulating in South Africa are not pure D4

but D4/E recombinants, although this would require further investigation. The

findings from this study provide evidence of further HBV genetic diversity in

South Africa than has been previously reported. The study recommends

continuous surveillance of HBV genetic diversity by full-length genome

sequencing to document and follow-up on infections with unique genetic strains.

The clinical implications of infection with these unique strains also need to be

investigated.
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